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Abstract. On pages 392   393 of his second note book Ramanujan defined J-invariant and
recorded 14 values of Jn leaving "J99 as J99 =    ". All these values have been proved by
using known values of Ramanujan-Weber class invariant Gn. Motivated by this, in this paper
we establish modular relations connecting J-invariant Jn with five other J-invariants Jr2n for
r = 3; 5; 7; 11; 13. As an application, we find several explicit evaluations of Jn for different
values of n. At last we give some relations connecting Ln and Rn for different values of n,
where Ln and Rn represent Eisenstein series.
1 Introduction
On pages 392   393 of his second note book Ramanujan defined J-invariant and recorded 14
values of Jn, n  3 (mod 4), leaving J99 as ”J99 =    ”. He also records factors of certain
polynomials in Jn.




and j () = 1728J () ; (1.1)
where
D () = g32 ()  27g23 () ; (1.2)















It can be shown that D is a modular form of weight twelve, and g2 one of weight four, so that its
third power is also of weight twelve. Thus their quotient, and therefore J , is a modular function
of weight zero, in particular a meromorphic function H! C(where H is the Upper half-plane)
invariant under the action of SL(2;Z).





At the top of page 392 in his second notebook [10], which is inexplicably is printed upside down,
Ramanujan defines J := Jn and u := un by
Jn =
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where n is a natural number. In the theory of elliptic functions, k; 0 < k < 1; denotes the
modulus, then
p









where n is a positive rational number and qn = exp ( 
p
n). Moreover,
Gn = (4n (1  n)) 1=24 ; (1.8)









We now define Jn with 2. For q = exp (2˙),
























Hence, from (1.5), (1.9) and (1.11),

















In section 2, we collect results which are very useful in proving our main identities. In section 3,
we derive modular equations connecting Jn and Jr2n for different values of r and n. Using these
modular equations, in section 5 we evaluate several values of Jn.




qf6 ( q) f6 ( q9) and s =
f3 ( q)





(1  qn) = q 1=24 () ; (1.14)
q = exp (2˙) ; H, and  () denotes the Dedekind eta-function. Then
2 (3) = h (q)  6  27h 1 (q) (1.15)
and




The Eisenstein series in terms of L(q) and R(q) are defined by










1  qn ; (1.18)
where jqj < 1.
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R2n = 0; (1.19)
where Jn, Ln := L( e 
p n) and Rn := R( e 
p n) are defined as in (1.12), (1.17), and
(1.18) respectively.
Using the Lemma 1.2, at the end of section 4 we derive nine relations connecting Ln and Rn
for different values of n.
Finally, we end this section by defining modular equation. The ordinary hypergeometric series
2F1(a; b; c;x) is defined by






where (a)0 = 1; (a)n = a(a+ 1)(a+ 2):::(a+ n  1); for n  1; j x j< 1:

























where r = 2; 3; 4; 6 and 0 < x < 1:




















where r = 2; 3; 4 or 6: Then a modular equation of degree n in the theory of elliptic functions
of signature r is a relation between  and  induced by (1.20). For more details on modular
equations one can see [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9].
2 Preliminary Results
In this section, we lists some identities which are useful in proving our main results.
Lemma 2.1. If P =
f( q)





































Lemma 2.2. [7] If P =
f( q)f( q5)






























Lemma 2.3. [7] If P =
f( q)f( q7)
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Lemma 2.4. [7] If P =
f( q)f( q11)



























































































Lemma 2.5. [7] If P =
f( q)f( q13)






























































































































3 Modular relations for J invariant
In this section, we establish some new modular relations connecting Jn and Jk2n for k =
3; 5; 7; 11; and 13.
Lemma 3.1. If Jn is defined as in (1.9), then
Jn = J1=n: (3.1)
Proof. Using the fact that Gn = G1=n and the equation (1.9), we arrive at (3.1).
Theorem 3.2. If M =
Jn
J32n








































  1073741824N3   717906250
N3
+ 2587918086 = 0:
(3.2)

















(g   9  b) ; (3.5)
where
a2 := (h  9)2   108 and b2 := (g   9)2   108: (3.6)
Using the equations (3.4) and (3.5) in (2.1), we find that
8abgh2 + 8ag2h2 + 8bgh3 + 8g2h3   72abgh  72ag2h  72agh2   144bgh2
  144g2h2   72gh3 + 648agh  16bg2 + 216bgh  16g3 + 216g2h+ 1296gh2
+ 288bg + 432g2   1944gh  864b  2592g = 0:
(3.7)
Using the equation (3.6) in (3.7), after collecting the terms containing a on one side and then
squaring both sides and similarly for b also, we obtain




  3443737680g4h4 + 306110016  g5h2 + g2h5
  4132485216  g4h3 + g3h4  3214155168  g4h2 + g2h4  6198727824








+ 2754990144g2h2   4132485216  g2h+ gh2+ 6198727824gh = 0:
(3.8)
Using the equation (1.5) in (1.15), we find that
h =  16Jn + 3+ r; (3.9)
similarly, we have
g =  16J9n + 3+ k; (3.10)
where
r2 = ( 16Jn + 3)2 + 27 and k2 = ( 16J9n + 3)2 + 27: (3.11)




and N = JnJ9n, we arrive at (3.2).
Theorem 3.3. If M =
Jn
J52n































  125915650 = 0:
(3.12)
Proof. Proof of the equation (3.12) is similar to the proof of the equation (3.2); except that in
place of the equation (2.1), we use the equation (2.2).
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Theorem 3.4. If M =
Jn
J72n



























































+ 49402229030035 = 0:
(3.13)
Proof. Proof of the equation (3.13) is similar to the proof of the equation (3.2); except that in
place of the equation (2.1), we use the equation (2.3).
Theorem 3.5. If M =
Jn
J112n





23  312  512  11  173  293
N6
  250N5   2  3




















238  35521N4 + 3
























































































Proof. Proof of the equation (3.14) is similar to the proof of the equation (3.2); except that in
place of the equation (2.1), we use the equation (2.4).
Theorem 3.6. If M =
Jn
J132n




































233  139788452862322661N3 + 3
























232  200108322229N3 + 3


















































































































  20610818801497065094382882378815500 = 0:
(3.15)
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Proof. Proof of the equation (3.15) is similar to the proof of the equation (3.2); except that in
place of the equation (2.1), we use the equation (2.5).
4 Explicit evaluation for J-invariant
Theorem 4.1. We have













(iv) J11 = 1; (4.4)






(vi) J27 = 5(3
1
3 ): (4.6)
Proof of (i). Setting n = 1=3 and using the fact that Jn = J1=n in (3.2), we obtain the required
result.
Proof of (ii). Putting n = 1=5 and using the fact that Jn = J1=n in (3.12), we find that 
64v2 + 200v   55 (v   1)2 (16v + 33)2 (v   3)2 (8v + 3)2 = 0; (4.7)
where v := J5. We observe that the first factor of (4.7) vanishes for specific value of q, whereas
the other factor does not vanish. Hence, we deduce that
64v2 + 200v   55 = 0: (4.8)
Solving the equation (4.8) for v, we arrive at (4.2).




Proof of (iv). Fixing n = 1=11 and using the fact that Jn = J1=n in (3.14), we obtain that
J11 = 1.
Proof of (v). Putting n = 1=13 and using the fact that Jn = J1=n in (3.15), we find that
v
 
64v2 + 3720v   5175 (8v + 3) (v   30) (16v + 33)  64v2   24v + 9 
4096v4   238080v3 + 14169600v2 + 19251000v + 26780625 
256v2   528v + 1089  v2 + 30v + 900 = 0;
(4.9)
where v := J13. We observe that the second factor of (4.9) vanishes for specific value of q,
whereas the other factors does not vanish. Hence, we deduce that
64v2 + 3720v   5175 = 0: (4.10)
Solving the above equation for v, we obtain the required result.
Proof of (vi). Setting n = 3 and using the value J3 = 0 in (3.2), we find that
v3
 
v3   3753 = 0; (4.11)
where v := J27, since v 6= 0 and solving the second factor of the above equation (4.11), we
obtain (4.6).
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Proof of (i). Setting n = 7 and using J7 = 1532 in (3.2), we get
  1152921504606846976v12 + 2375479914053863735296000v9
+ 207306090331766784000000v6 + 149371330340291328000000000v3
+ 6256903954262253662109375 = 0;
(4.17)
where v := J63: Solving the above equation for v, we obtain (4.12).
Proof of (ii). Putting n = 3 and using the value J3 = 0 in (3.12), we find that
v6   19970820v3 + 4851495 = 0;
where v := J75. Solving the above equation for v, we arrive at (4.13).
Proof of (iii). Setting n = 11 and using the value J11 = 1 [3] in (3.2), we obtain that 
v6   1147951079v3   52313624 (v   1)2  v2 + v + 12 = 0; (4.18)
where v := J99. We observe that the first factor of (4.18) vanishes for specific value of q, whereas
the other factor does not vanish. Hence, we deduce that
v6   1147951079v3   52313624 = 0: (4.19)
Solving the equation (4.19) for v, we obtain (4.14).
Proof of (iv). Setting n = 3 and using the value J3 = 0 in (3.13), we find that
v2
 
v6   1063491990750v3 + 10576844578125 = 0; (4.20)
where v := J147. We observe that the second factor of (4.20) vanishes for specific value of q,
whereas the other factor does not vanish. Hence, we deduce that
v6   1063491990750v3 + 10576844578125 = 0: (4.21)
Solving the above equation for v, we arrive at (4.15).
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Proof of (v). Setting n = 19 and using the value J19 = 3 [3, Ch.34,p.310] in (3.2), we obtain
v12   21187806942033v9 + 439680430611v6   238502206323v3   1137893184 = 0;
where v := J19. Solving the above equation for v, we arrive at (4.16)
Theorem 4.3.





















where c1 = 52235675270180751422872710058531=3.
Proof of (i). Putting n = 27 and using the equation (4.6) in (3.2), we find that
v(v9   56633389457234625v6   3493071873703125v3   94888341796875) = 0; (4.24)
where v := J243. since v 6= 0 and solving the above equation for v, we arrive at (4.22)
Proof of (ii). Setting n = 11 and using the value of J11 = 1 in (3.12), we obtain that
(v4   1088254v3 + 16869271v2   111059674v   15119324)(v   1)2 = 0;
where v := J275: Since second factor of the above equation is not vanishes for specific value of
q, therefore solving first factor for v, we arrive at (4.23).
Theorem 4.4. We have









































































Proof of (i). Setting n = 3 and using the value J3 = 0 in (3.14), we find that
v12   3015857974805100253125v9 + 42550399594309060304296875v6
+ 14121731867184302431640625v3 + 1368102191741419921875000 = 0;
(4.29)
where v := J363: Solving the above equation for v, we obtain the value of J363.
Proof of (ii). Putting n = 43 and using the value J43 = 30 [3, Ch.34,p.310] in (3.2), we get that
v12   21134513639551192813125v9   1437692133256863328125v6
  21257969390771484375v3 + 509603748046875000 = 0;
(4.30)
where v := J387: Solving the above equation for v, we arrive at required result.
Proof of (iii). Putting n = 19 and using the value J19 = 3 [3, Ch.34,p.310] in (3.12), we get that
(v4   255161082v3 + 173131479v2   84454758v   59373324)(v   3)2 = 0;
Where v := J475. Since second factor of the above equation is not vanishes for specific value of
q therefore solving first factor for v, we obtain that (4.27).
Proof of (iv). Setting n = 67 and using the value J67 = 30 [3, Ch.34,p.311] in the equation
(3.2), we find that
v12   97331938812393474148072097625v9   6629735501768363752368140625v6
  96994243056495768380859375v3 + 407097618765144591796875000 = 0;
(4.31)
where v := J603. Solving the above equation for v, we obtain the required result.




















































Proof of (i). Setting n = 119 and using the value J11 = 1 in (3.2), we find that 
u6   1147951079u3   52313624 (u  1)2  u2 + u+ 12 = 0; (4.36)
where u := J 11
9
:We observe that the first factor of (4.36) vanishes for specific value of q, whereas
the other factor does not vanish. Hence, we deduce that
u6   1147951079u3   52313624 = 0:
Solving the above equation for u, we obtain (4.32).
Proof of (ii). Putting n = 325 and using the value of J3 = 0 in (3.12), we find that
u6   19970820u3 + 4851495 = 0;
where u := J 3
25
: Solving the above equation for u, we obtain (4.33).
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Proof of (iii). Setting n = 1125 and using the value J11 = 1 in (3.12), we find that 
u4   1088254u3 + 16869271u2   111059674u  15119324 (u  1)2 = 0;
where u := J 11
25
: Since second factor of the above equation doesn’t vanish for specific value of q,
hence solving first factor for u, we arrive at (4.34).
Proof of (iv). Putting n = 349 and using the value J3 = 0 in (3.13), we obtain that
u2
 
u6   1063491990750u3 + 10576844578125 = 0; (4.37)
where u := J 3
49
: Since u 6= 0 and solving second factor of the equation (4.37) for u, we arrive at
(4.35).
























3L313  m313R213 = 0; (4.40)





45 (a1 + b1) + 44






L375  m75R275 = 0; (4.42)







L3147   83m147R147 = 0; (4.43)









27 (a2 + b2)
















2 (b3 + c3)











L33=49   403m3=49R23=49: (4.47)
where m3=25 = 369830  165393
p





Proof. Substituting the values of Jn for n = 3; 5; 7; 13; 63; 75; 147; 175; 363; 3=25 and
3=49 into the equation (1.19), we readily arrive at the equations (4.38)-(4.46).
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